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Football

Fleetwood Town 4
Morecambe 0
JON Parkin broke his
Fleetwood Town duck in
spectacular fashion with
a perfect hat-trick to help
his side to an emphatic
victory over Morecambe.

A fiercely contested encounter
brought six yellow cards in an
entertaining fixture, the first
league meeting between two rival
sides whose home grounds lie just
30 miles apart.

Barry Nicholson also got
on to the scoresheet as Town
demonstrated not only their
attacking prowess, but a solidity in
defence in a game where there only
ever looked like being one winner.

The 1,000-strong travelling Cod
Army were already celebrating 15
minutes before the final whistle, as
a conga line started up at the front
of the East Terrace.

Timed to perfection, the line
was aptly placed to watch Andy
Mangan, who himself managed
a hat-trick of assists, tear
down the right-hand side
after dispossessing Nick
Fenton and send a low ball
into the area, which Parkin
tapped home right-footed
from close range to ensure
he would leave the Globe
Arena with the match ball.

Parkin’s first was the
pick of the bunch as the
visitors took the lead on the
20-minute mark, following another
Mangan ball in from the right
flank.

Morecambe ‘keeper Barry Roche
attempted to launch himself in
front of Junior Brown, but the
cross sailed past him straight at
Parkin’s feet.

The open goal was begging for
the unmarked striker to open his
account for Town and, from a
difficult angle on his opposite foot
at the far post, he duly obliged to
put Town in front.

Parkin had doubled Fleetwood’s

advantage just five minutes
after the interval, Mangan again
the provider as his corner was
met by the imposing striker,
who shrugged off pressure
from Fenton and outjumped the
surrounding Shrimps defence to
head powerfully past Roche for his
second.

And with seven minutes to go,
former Preston North End team-
mates Parkin and Nicholson linked

up superbly to score Town’s fourth.
A direct pass by Nicholson

from the centre of the park found
Parkin on the right, who, composed
and in control, collected the ball
and ventured forwards to send a
chipped cross into the area.

Who should be there but
Nicholson, who had shown great
determination to charge into the
box from midfield and dive to head
another past Roche.

Morecambe’s Richard Brodie,
returning to the starting line-up
in place of Jordan Burrow, was
evidently fired up to perform
against the club he spent last
season with and picked up a
booking after only three minutes.

No stranger to controversy,
Brodie fell to the floor in the
penalty area after Scott Davies had
pounced on a loose ball nearby,
following early pressure from the

Shrimps striker on Steve McNulty.
The Cod Army jeered and an

unimpressed Davies looked on as
referee Mark Haywood showed
Brodie the yellow card.

Brodie’s impact on the game
was minimal and, after stroking
the ball wide in the early stages
of the game, was kept relatively
quiet by Town’s defence until he
was substituted for Burrow shortly
before the hour mark.

Jamie McGuire reclaimed his
starting position in place of Tom
Barkhuizen for Town and had
already put two headers over the
bar 15 minutes into the game.

The two craftsmen of McGuire’s
opportunities, Mangan and Brown,
had delivered in plenty of space
and each pinpoint ball had met the
head of the midfielder perfectly, a
definite sign of things to come for
Fleetwood.

While Town looked confident
in attack, as even right-back
Shaun Beeley looking for a
piece of the action as he struck
against the crossbar on the 67th
minute, Davies and his defence

undoubtedly played a vital
role.

The ‘keeper made a point
blank save late on to deny
substitute Jack Redshaw, while
Steve McNulty reacted quickly to
clear a threatening corner away
from the goal-line in the early
stages of the game.

In truth, Morecambe offered
little up front, and a hungry
Fleetwood side, who have now

scored eight goals in two league
games, took full advantage.

LIZ OWEN

FLEETWOOd: Davies, Beeley, Howell,
McNulty, Mawene, Brown, Fowler (Mar-
row 63), McGuire (Nicholson 54), John-
son, Mangan (Titchiner 85), Parkin; not
used: Maxwell, Milligan, Ball, Eastham
MORECAMBE: Roche, Fenton, Threlfall,
Haining(c) Alessandra (Redshaw, 54),
Brodie (Burrow, 54), Ellison, McCready,
McDonald (Reid 76), Parrish; not used:
Arestidou, Drummond, McGee, Mwasile
Referee: Mark Heywood
Attendance: 3.232
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Jon Parkin celebrates
his first goal
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Seaside
derby
triumph
for Army Barry Nicholson goal
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From above, left to right, Jon Parkin. Jon Parkin celebrates his hat-trick. Steve McNulty (right)
challenges former Town striker Richard Brodie


